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Systematic theologian Dr. Copeland visits campus

Lecture connects faith and social justice within Catholic orthodoxy

NEWS
FEMALE STEM COMMUNITY
CONTINUES TO GROW
New club hopes to unify and
support female STEM students
and faculty. PAGE 2

BY KATE ARENCHILD
NEWS REPORTER
“Only God can save us, and only God
knows how,” stated Dr. Shawn Copeland
from Boston College. Her lecture, titled
“Three Biblical Narratives on the Present American Moment,” was delivered on
Tuesday, Oct. 3 in the Moraga Room of the
Soda Center. Students and faculty were seen
scrambling to set up dozens of more chairs
as people continued to stream in long after
the room was full. Dr. Copeland saw this
and began her lecture by commenting on
the beauty of the packed room.
The event was organized by professors
Joe Drexler-Dreis and Jessica Coblentz,
who are part of the Theology and Religious
Studies department. Professor Coblentz
introduced Dr. Copeland. She spoke of their
personal interactions at Boston College. “I
quickly realized that I would not only learn
from her ideas, but also, and perhaps most
importantly, from who she is,” she said.
“The depth of her faith is reflected in the
compassion she extends to others.” While
working on her education, Coblentz found
herself unsure “if the academic life really
was for [her].” She wondered whether or
not theologians actually care about the
realities of human suffering and oppression in the world. Through encountering
Dr. Copeland’s “bold and poetic theological reflections,” Coblentz found a way to
embrace theology that incorporates her
whole self. She expressed the hope that Dr.
Copeland’s visit would inspire her students
here at Saint Mary’s in the same way she
was inspired.
During her lecture, Dr. Copeland emphasized the primacy of faith in addressing
social concerns. “Jesus opens the table to all.
He pulls out the couches for the unexpected.
With Jesus, there is always room for one
more at the table.” She was quick to question
the way the audience loves those surrounding them. She cautioned against taking any
sort of judgemental moral high ground;
instead, we need the “transformations of
our hearts, and the transformations of the
ways we may live.” She also stressed that
we are the ones who can cause or help cure
the brokenness of the Church and society.
She invited personal reflection by asking,
“Do we deprive our sisters and brothers of a

What’s Inside

THE LINK BETWEEN LIBERAL
ARTS AND FILM
Event demonstrates how liberal
arts majors can find a career in
the film industry. PAGE 3
OPINION
CURRENT EVENTS IN
THE CLASSROOM
Columnist argues for discussing more
than just lesson plans and educating
students beyond their majors. PAGE 4
DR. COPELAND delivers a lecture about the role of social justice in theology. (Adriana Avila/COLLEGIAN)

place at the table? Do we...turn our backs on
troubled men and women seeking a third or
fourth or fifth or seventh chance?”
Much like Jesus, the prophets were key
figures in teaching others how to love.
Based on her definition, a prophet is not
someone who foretells the future. Rather,
it is someone who calls the attention of the
people to the heart of God. She used both
biblical examples, such as Amos, as well as
modern prophets, such as Dorothy Day and
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. to demonstrate
this. These are people who call us to the
pained part of God: to human suffering, affliction and evil. “Prophets take us to slums
and broken hearts,” she said. Their message is not for a culture long ago nor about
people in a faraway country. It is for us,
here and now. According to Dr. Copeland,
taking prophets seriously is “to take on a
dangerous memory for us Christians, the
memory of the life, passion, and death and
resurrection of Jesus of Nazareth, who was
the Christ of God. The memory of his life
and witness abolishes…our self-deceptions,

our tendency to manipulate, our arrogant
illusions of religious, and cultural and social and historical pride.” Her talk was well
received, with warm applause following her
address and many sincere questions asked
during the Q&A period facilitated by Professor Drexler-Dreis.
In a later interview for The Collegian,
Professor Coblentz spoke of her hopes of
what Saint Mary’s students would walk out
of the talk understanding. “Dr. Copeland
reminds us of God’s ancient call to take up
the work of justice as the work of faith. Her
Catholic perspective informs her message
that humans, in our finitude and sinfulness,
cannot actualize a just society through our
own efforts alone. We need God’s intervention—God’s assistance—to live up to God’s
aspirations for humankind.”
This was the second of three Biblical
Speaker Series Lectures hosted this semester.
The next lecture will be held November 15 at
7:30 p.m. For more information, contact Zach
Flanigan at dflangi@stmarys-ca.edu.

TRUMP AND PUERTO RICO
Arguments on why the President
should not be blamed for delayed
relief to the U.S. territory. PAGE 5
CULTURE
ANNE FRANK’S CASE RE-EXAMINED
Decades-old case reopened with
investigators searching for who really
turned in the Frank family. PAGE 6

Jazz Band turns midterm exam into performance
BY JOSEPH FOARD
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The rows of chairs in the Soda Center’s
Claeys Lounge were packed to capacity;
sound reverberated against the walls, but
none of it came from the audience. Even
on the couches and sofas lined up against
the back wall, black-suited musicians sat
attentively while waiting to for their time
to perform.
The sound came from the front of the
room, with the smooth serenades of a saxophone, the deep yet energetic notes of trumpets, and the dainty harmonies of the piano
complementing the other instruments.
In the front of the band, vocalist Evelyn
Rumsby took the microphone. “I, who was
lost and lonely,” she sings, “believing life was
only the bitter tragic joke; I found with you
the meaning of existence, oh my love.” With
the piece’s final notes, the audience burst
into rounds of rousing applause.
On Thursday night, Oct. 5, the Saint
Mary’s Jazz Band and Jazz Combo held

a concert in the Soda Center alongside
the Campolindo High School Jazz Band,
performing pieces such as “The Secret of
the Blues” by Bob Curnow’s, “After You’re
Gone,” as arranged by Chris Sharp, and “All
of Me” by Seymour Simons and Gerald
Marks.
“I loved it,” said Cathy Davalos, a Performing Arts professor who attended the concert.
“I thought it was awesome…John Maltester
always [puts on] a great show, and the students in our ensemble are amazing and
contagious when it comes to performing.”
John Maltester, the director of the concert and the Jazz Band and Jazz Combo,
had his own thoughts to share about the
performances. “It’s just nice to share,” said
Maltester, “[to] have people share their
music with us; everybody gets to hear a little
bit of everything.”
According to Maltester, the concert functioned as an exam of sorts for the band in
addition to a performance. “Concerts are
sort of like midterms,” he said, “It’s hard
in a performance group to have a written

exam…what we try to do when we pick the
literature [and] the music they’re going to
play [is] we try to find things that will help
them perfect their techniques in jazz as well
as [find] good music to listen to.
“So, it’s a combination of something that’s

“[to] have people
share their music
with us; everybody
gets to hear a little
bit of everything.”
pleasing for the audience and something
that the group will develop on. As we go
through the year, the music actually gets
more challenging. It’s like any course. As
you get further along, it gets tougher and
tougher.”
Despite the challenge of a concert, the
performances still let listeners and performsee Jazz Concert, page 2

SPORTS
MINNESOTA LYNX DEFEAT LOS
ANGELES SPARKS IN WNBA FINALS
In a rematch of the 2016 WNBA
Finals, the Minnesota Lynx redeemed
themselves and took home the WNBA
Championship trophy. PAGE 7

MEN’S SOCCER DOWNS GONZAGA
1-0 IN WCC CONFERENCE OPENER
After traveling to Spokane, WA, the
Gaels started WCC play with a strong
1-0 victory over the Zags. PAGE 8
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ers alike relieve stress.
“I think it’s a celebration of jazz,”
said Cyrena Scott, a saxophonist
in the concert and a fourth year
member of Saint Mary’s jazz band.
“Just being able to bring together a
group of people on a night and say,
‘Forget all your other responsibilities, just relax and have fun.’”
In all, Maltester said the concert

was a way for jazz to be heard in a
period when it seems like there
may not be enough time to do so.
“I think people tend not to listen
to jazz music as much,” said Maltester, “…especially the students
that are involved in academia.
People that are in colleges, they’re
so hard-pressed to get all of their
academics out of the way, that they
find less and less time to sit back
and listen.”

JAZZ FANS enjoy an evening of the Jazz Band’s talents. (Joseph Foard/COLLEGIAN)

Club seeks to unify female STEM students, faculty
Dr. Sonya Schuh discusses the benefits of “WiSE” for Saint Mary’s campus

ing program, career panels,
social events, and involvement
in campus-wide activities, she
said.
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“We both came to
the conclusion that
a unifying club for
our [female] science
students to provide
more support for them
and more connections...
is exactly what Saint
Mary’s College
needs,” said Schuh.
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DR. SONYA SCHUH has been involved in WiSE for most of her academic career. (Courtesy of Dr. Sonya Schuh)

BY SABRINA NGUYEN
NEWS REPORTER
A brand new club is starting
for the female students and faculty of Saint Mary’s within the
Science, Technology, Engineering, Math (STEM) community.
Dr. Sonya Schuh from the Biology Department is launching
a Saint Mary’s chapter of the
national student organization
Women in Science and Engineering ( WiSE) in order to
encourage and support women
in the sciences.
“Being a part of these programs changed my life and gave
me amazing friends, connections, empowerment, and an entire additional support system. I

want that here for our students,”
said Dr. Schuh.

“It’s going to be an
amazing resource
and a lot of fun for
our students, and
I’m so glad to see
all of the interest
and excitement...
It’s time for us to get
WiSE,” said Schuh.
“The idea for this club came
from a brainstorming session
between me and Dr. Ameer

Thompson, director of our new
STEM Center. We both came to
the conclusion that a unifying
club for our [female] science
students to provide more support for them and more connections between students and faculty is exactly what Saint Mary’s
College needs,” said Schuh.
Schuh was a member of the
WiSE chapter as a graduate
student at the University of
Washington and was a female
mentor at Stanford’s chapter.
Local universities such as UC
Berkeley also have WiSE chapters. Schuh is also involved in
Faculty Women’s Group at Saint
Mary’s College.
The club will have facultystudent mixers, a new mentor-

According to Schuh, the new
WiSE chapter is generating a
lot of interest. The participating
departments include Biology,
Chemistry, Mathematics/Computer Science, Physics, Psychology, and Kinesiology. Schuh also
recruited six faculty members
in just the past couple of days.
The club will consist of student
officers taking on the roles of copresidents and treasurer.
The hope of WiSE is to transform the gender makeup of the
School of Science by encouraging and fostering the success,
solidarity, and happiness of the
women in the sciences.
“It’s going to be an amazing
resource and a lot of fun for our
students, and I’m so glad to see
all of the interest and excitement…It’s time for us to get
WiSE,” said Schuh.

Crime Beat
The Collegian is the official newspaper of Saint Mary’s
College, published weekly, except during examination
periods and academic recesses. The Collegian reserves
the right to hold and edit all submitted materials,
solicited and unsolicited. The Collegian’s Editorial
Board is comprised of all oversight staff members. Other
opinions expressed are not necessarily endorsed by The
Collegian, its contributors and/or advertisers. Advertisers do not necessarily reflect the view of The Collegian.
The Collegian strives for accuracy and fairness in the
reporting of news. If a report is wrong or misleading, a
request for a correction or clarification may be made.

“To act upon one’s convictions while others wait,
To create a positive force in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide information to people when
it wasn’t available before,
To offer those who want it, a choice—”
—Ted Turner

10/01/17
Incident: Medical Incident
Location: Practice Field
Synopsis: Student injured while
playing soccer—no transport.
Referred to Residential Experience and Health & Wellness
Center.
10/01/17
Incident: Medical Incident
Location: South Claeys
Synopsis: Shoulder injury due to
fall—transported to Kaiser Walnut Creek by a friend. Referred
to Residential Experience and
Health & Wellness Center.
10/02/17
Incident: Medical Incident
Location: Alioto Recreation
Center

Synopsis: Student passed out
while working out—evaluated
and transported back to his
room. Referred to Residential
Experience & Health & Wellness
Center.
10/02/17
Incident: Information
Location: Aquinas Hall
Synopsis: Room search for contraband; referred to Residential
Experience.
10/02/17
Incident: Fire Alarm
Location: Ageno A
Synopsis: Food cooking set
off alarm—no smoke, fire or
scorching; referred to Facilities Services and Residential
Experience.

10/03/17
Incident: Theft and Destruction
of Property
Location: Mitty Hall
Synopsis: Hall decoration pulled
down and destroyed; referred to
Residential Experience.
10/03/17
Incident: Medical Incident
Location: Aquinas Hall
Synopsis: Student with leg pain
from an old injury transported
to Kaiser Walnut Creek by a
friend; referred to Residential
Experience and Wellness Center.
10/03/17
Incident: Possible Arson
Location: Mitty Hall
Synopsis: Intentional burning

of a posted notecard; referred to
Residential Experience.
10/04/17
Incident: Vehicle Accident
Location: De La Salle Parking
Lot
Synopsis: No injury vehicle
accident—parties involved exchanged information. Closed.
10/05/17
Incident: Sexual Assault (Anonymous Report)
Location: Residence Hall
Synopsis: Student requested
a move to new residence hall.
Referred to Residential Experience and Title IX Director.
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NEWS
Campus Snapshots

Campus
Calendar
Next Move
Tuesday, Oct. 10
9:00 p.m.
Ageno East Hall
Contact Nick van Santen
nv5@stmarys-ca.edu
CAB Late Night Meet Up
Tuesday, Oct. 10
9:00-11:00 p.m.
Oliver Hall
Contact CAB
cabdirector@stmarys-ca.edu

STUDENTS gather around Joey, an adorable therapy dog. (Adriana Avila/COLLEGIAN)

MUSIC LOVERS fill Golden Gate Park for Hardly Strictly Bluegrass. (Elizabeth Magno/COLLEGIAN)

Raising Awareness: Health
and Mental Health Effects of
Domestic Violence
Wednesday, Oct. 11
12:00-2:00 p.m.
De La Salle Hall: Lawn
Contact Erin Osanna-Barba
emo3@stmarys-ca.edu
Student Recital Series
Wednesday, Oct. 11
1:15 p.m.
Soda Activity Center: Claeys
Lounge
Contact Tara Sundy
tms8@stmarys-ca.edu

VICTOR JAIMES stands behind a lovely display of fair trade goods. (Kristen Geibel/COLLEGIAN)

JOEY is one of several dogs who took part in last week’s pet therapy session. (Adriana Avila/COLLEGIAN)

Event shows link between liberal arts and film
BY ADRIANA AVILA
NEWS REPORTER
On Monday, Oct. 2, three successful Saint Mary’s alums visited
for an insightful and motivating
panel regarding the Business of
Creativity. The panel of alumni
included Emilia Serrano ‘95, a
Communication major, and English majors Wayne Billheimer ‘94

Kinda, Serrano,
and Billheimer all
attributed their
communication skills
to the Collegiate
Seminar program
here at Saint Mary’s.
and Erin Kinda ‘14.
The night started off with a
brief introduction by Shelia Hassell Hughes, Dean of the School of
Liberal Arts.
Hughes explained that the
event came out of Emilia Serrano’s hope to introduce creative
liberal arts students to careers
in film and television. Hughes
recognized Shawny Anderson,
Associate Dean of Liberal Arts,
and said “[Anderson] picked up
the ball and ran it to the goal.
She pulled everything together
to make this available to the
students.”
Paola Vergara, a Master of
Fine Arts (MFA) student and
facilitator at the event, asked the
panelists, “Did you experience
moments of ‘what do I want to
do with my life’ [during your
time at Saint Mary ’s]?” Erin
Kinda was the first to respond.

Kinda explained how she jumped
around from theater to various
spots on campus, looking for
what she liked. Before becoming a Production Assistant and
Coordinator at Pixar Animation
Studios, Kinda wanted to be an
actress. Kinda explained how that
desire changed after a realization,
saying, “There’s so much more to
film than just being an actress.”
Like many college students,
Kinda was looking for a job, and
like college students, she was
hopeful to land one at a place
where she would actually enjoy
working. A friend of Kinda’s told
her about a Production Assistant
job at Pixar Animation Studios.
After some consideration, she
decided to apply.
Along with researching the
company’s background, Kinda
looked into Saint Mary’s offered
resources. Kinda spent a large
amount of time in the Career
Center perfecting her resume.
On her resume, she included all
of her past jobs, which included
waitressing and being an entertainer at children’s birthday
parties.
“I got the call while waitressing: ‘Hi this is Kim from Pixar,’
and I was like, ‘No you’re not,’”
said Kinda jokingly. Needless to
say, Kinda got the job.
The skills she attained while
waitressing and entertaining
children gave her the knowledge
and experience she needed for
the job. “Seemingly random
things I’ve done have led me to
my dream job,” said Kinda.
Next up was Sony Feature
Writer, Emilia Serrano. Serrano
grew up in a creative family, but
the one thing that sparked her
interest in writing was a Jan Term

course on script writing. “That
Jan Term class I took was a game
changer; the biggest gift in my
life,” said Serrano. Serrano has
worked on widely known projects
and television comedy shows, one
of them being “Jane The Virgin,”
which stars Gina Rodriguez, Yael
Grobglas, and Justin Baldoni
In speaking about his career
journey, Wayne Billheimer said,
“I knew that I’d always wanted
to do film. [I] just [wasn’t] sure
how to.”
Now a visual effects executive
producer for Industrial Light and
Magic, a motion picture visual effects company founded by George
Lucas, Billheimer has found his
calling in the film industry.
Billheimer has worked on several notable films such as “The
Avengers,” “The Big Short,” and
the “Transformers” series. Currently, he’s working on “Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom,” as

well as “The Irishman,” starring
Robert De Niro, Al Pacino, Anna
Paquin, and Joe Pesci.
Kinda, Serrano, and Billheimer
all attributed their communication skills to the Collegiate
Seminar program here at Saint
Mary’s. They agreed that Seminar
helped them come out of their
shells and increase their levels
of confidence, especially when it
comes to working with others in
the workplace. “Seminar has been
one of my greatest tools because
it’s so much listening [and] processing,” said Kinda.
The panel ended with a Q&A
with the audience and concluded
with hors d’oeuvres and mingling between the panelists and
students.
Ultimately, the event was a
success. Every seat was filled,
and students were seen talking
and exchanging contact info with
the alumni.

KINDA, SERRANO, AND BILLHEIMER discuss their careers in the arts. (Adriana Avila / COLLEGIAN)

Wollstonecraft on Gender and
Education
Thursday, Oct. 12
1:00-2:30 p.m.
De La Salle Hall: Hagerty Lounge
Contact Krista Varela
kdv1@stmarys-ca.edu
REACH: At Least You’re Not...
Anti-Blackness in Asian Communities
Thursday, Oct. 12
5:00-7:00 p.m.
Delphine Hall: Intercultural Center
Contact IC Representative
x8545
War Poems: Babi Yar/Yevtushenko
Thursday, Oct. 12
5:00-6:00 p.m.
De La Salle Hall: Hagerty Lounge
Contact Krista Varela
kdv1@stmarys-ca.edu
CAB Murder Mystery Dinner
Friday, Oct. 13
7:00-9:00 p.m.
De La Salle Hall: Hagerty Lounge
Contact CAB
cabdirector@stmarys-ca.edu
To The Heights: Finding God
in Nature
Saturday, Oct. 14
9:30 a.m.
Korth Academic Center: Mission
and Ministry Center
Contact Eddie Ventura
edv1@stmarys-ca.edu

The Campus Calendar column
is a service highlighting major
events of the week. To include
your event, email details to
staff@stmaryscollegian.com.
Due to space limitations,
we cannot list individual
club meetings.
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OPINION
President Trump is not at fault for delayed aid to Puerto Rico
BY KIANA LEI YAP
OPINION COLUMNIST
President Donald Trump has
been under fire for his lack of
action in humanitarian relief
provisions to Puerto Rican citizens suffering in the aftermath of
Hurricane Maria. The response to
the crisis appears to have been too
little, too late.
Additionally, due to the absence of objective news sources
on the disaster, it’s difficult to
determine who’s at fault for this
delay. Is Trump and the Federal
Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) entirely responsible for
the magnitude of the destruction
caused by hurricane Maria? No.
Could the President have done
more to aid Puerto Ricans sooner?
Also, no.
With all the power that Trump
has as President of the United
States, he is not a genie who automatically grants wishes. Federal
aid just does not operate like that,
and it would be unpragmatic to
believe that it could. There are
federal funds that must be reallocated, as well as FEMA communicative channels that need to
relay what is needed and when it
is needed.
Trump cannot tweet at FEMA
to send in their first responders,
electricians, medical workers,
and plumbers to reconstruct
Puerto Rico’s entire infrastructure overnight. Much of Puerto
Rico’s infrastructure has already
been weak after years of neglect,
according to The Hill’s Bradley
Blakeman. Blakeman described
the island nation’s infrastructure
as “ill-prepared for a sunny day,
much less a stormy one.”

PUERTO RICO struggles to rebuild after Hurricane Maria, and some argue relief could have come faster. (Courtesy of Star Tribune)

Is this to say that Puerto Rico
is responsible for the extent of
the damage caused by Hurricane
Maria? No. Was it a contributing
factor to the amount of damage?
Absolutely. The Puerto Rican
government couldn’t have realistically safeguarded their infrastructure against hurricane damage.
They’ve been in a multibillion
dollar debt crisis for several years.
Additionally, FEMA Lead Administrator Brock Long was interviewed by CNN on the status
of the response efforts and stated,
“I have to make sure that I am
laser-focused on coordinating
the federal efforts of the [United
States] government down through
that joint field office [in San Juan,
Puerto Rico] to make sure we’re

meeting the needs that unified
command.” He continued, “...this
is complex…[and we] still have
a tremendous amount of staff

The Puerto Rican
goverment couldn’t
have realistically
safeguarded their
infrastructure against
hurricane damage.
across this country working very
complex issues around the clock.
So, get rid of the noise and start
focusing on the progress that has
been made.”
In short, Trump is not the one

to blame for the magnitude of
destruction caused by Maria,
nor could he himself have done
anything sooner. It would be irresponsible to blindly deploy aid to
the U.S. territory without receiving assessments of the damage,
what is needed most, and whether
American first responders would
be safe. Puerto Rico is in a humanitarian and infrastructure crisis,
but it is not the only one. The
U.S. itself was just hit by a series
of hurricanes. It’s important to
recognize that federal aid is not
unlimited and that the President is
not in complete command over its
allocation. The volatile reactions
against Trump’s supposed disregard for the people of Puerto Rico
is unwarranted. He is doing all he

reasonably and logistically can.
What does warrant a volatile
reaction is Trump’s Twitter tirade
on the mayor of San Juan and
the Puerto Rican people. In two
tweets, the President displayed
appallingly deep insensitivity for
our territory that suffered an insurmountable natural disaster by
tweeting, “...Such poor leadership
ability by the Mayor of San Juan,
and others in Puerto Rico, who
are not able to get their workers to
help. They… want everything to be
done for them when it should be a
community effort.”
They want everything to be
done for them? Is that how you
view hurricane victims who are
pleading for shelter, medical attention, food, and water? It takes
a special kind of apathy to express
such a vile remark. Amongst the
criticisms of Trump and his handling of the situation in Puerto
Rico, this is the most deserving.
This disaster has left some wondering what’s next for Puerto Rico.
Surely, it would be inhumane to
force them to repay their multibillion dollar debt. However, it may
not be possible to erase it all. Perhaps making strides to welcome
Puerto Rico as the 51st state could
be beneficial for both parties. The
U.S. would have a strategic military point in the Caribbean, and
Puerto Rico could have increased
access to federal funding for the
infrastructure improvements that
it desparately needs.
As the humanitarian efforts proceed, and the people of this great
island rebuild their lives, there will
be continued debate on what kind
of crisis-management role the U.S.
should play in the future for its
territories and beyond.

Pharmaceutical companies are to blame for opioid epidemic
BY MARSHALL LYMBURN
OPINION EDITOR
The United States is facing a
national crisis when it comes
to opioid addiction. Drug overdoses—two-thirds of them from
opioids—are up nearly 22 percent from 2015, killing 64,000
Americans last year. The way we
think about pain, both physical
and emotional, needs to undergo
a complete rewiring to solve this
crisis.
Addiction is no simple matter,
and the opiate epidemic’s inception and solution lies in the very
fabric of the way Americans operate and think about the world.
Additionally, America’s doctors
and pharmaceutical companies
need to rewrite their handbooks
on the way to deal with pain. It is
a task that will take decades and
needs to start now.
I n 1 9 9 6, P u r d u e P h a r m a
launched one such drug that
has now become infamous. OxyContin was advertised as a nonaddictive drug that provided
12 hours of pain relief. Purdue
Pharma no doubt knew then,
as we do now, the devastating
addictiveness of Oxycontin. It
is a drug that can be smoked,
snorted, swallowed, or injected
with a fraction of the painkilling
time advertised. If that wasn’t
enough, it was subsequently
given like candy to everyone from

DOCTORS have been overprescribing painkillers for years, and Americans have paid the cost with their lives. (Courtesy of Huffington Post)

kids getting their wisdom teeth
out to grandparents getting a hip
replacement.
In 2011, America had a generation of Oxycontin addicts on
its hands, and Purdue Pharma,
facing marked criticism, changed
the formula to the drug. The
new version could no longer be
smoked, snorted, or injected,
leading the tens of thousands of
addicts under its spell to seek
out similar, cheaper highs in
the form of heroin. By 2013, the
country was pondering the sudden resurgence of a drug that had
been on decline for decades, but
it was easy to see that America’s
pharmaceutical companies had
laid the ground for a generation
of opioid addicts.
Let’s go back to Purdue Phar-

ma’s two selling points for Oxycontin: “non-addictive” and “12
hours of pain relief.” Why were
these two phrases so appealing
to America’s doctors, pharmacists, and nurses at the time? The
answer is less nefarious than you
might think. Studies have shown
for decades that pain slows the
healing process after injury or
surgery. Therefore, a patient being in less pain is better for the
doctor, the hospital, the patient,
and so on. However, this can end
up sabotaging the patient, as it
has become common practice for
doctors to far overestimate the
quantity of painkillers they dole
out in an average prescription.
When it comes to Purdue, their
claim of merely trying to rid
America of its short-term pain-

killers is about as believable as
Phillip Morris’s spiel of tobacco
as a non-carcinogen. This is why
we need a two-way rewrite in
the way America deals with its
physical pain. Firstly, we need to
address the way doctors deal with
the idea of pain. The handing
out of month-long prescriptions
for minor pain or surgery had
egregious implications to those
simply trying to recover from
basic surgeries. Pain medication
should be given out based on the
amount of pain—not to just fill
a bottle.
Secondly, we need to hold
America’s pharmaceutical companies responsible to some degree of restitution for the damage
they’ve caused. Did not the same
above-mentioned cigarette com-

panies pay a price for their role
in the deaths of millions of their
customers? If you insist that
this conflation is too extreme,
reflect for a minute on how you
would feel if you had falsely marketed a product that had turned
hundreds of thousands of your
customers into heroin addicts
and cadavers. You would want
to do everything in your power
to make that right. If not this,
then we need to scruntinize these
companies to as full and public
exposure as possible.
The last and most difficult
front on which this epidemic
must be fought is within the ego
of America itself. We live in a culture that asks us to find the most
powerful energy drink instead of
figuring out why we’re so tired.
Community, friendship, and society has become more and more
compartmentalized as political
differences have increased, and
technology has made it easier
and easier to be alone.
As a culture, we need to rekindle a space that emphasizes
interpersonal experience, meaning, and the empowerment of
finding direction in one’s life.
This isn’t just about addiction,
but about unity with one another. Without this shift, we are
destined to swing further and
further into our own world, increasingly becoming unable to
give help to those who need it.
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OPINION
News media should give celebrities the space they deserve
BY ISABELLA FERRANTE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
In today’s world, it would be
surprising to hear of someone
who isn’t aware of the Kardashian
family. Since their rise to fame,
the Kardashians’ influence on
society has been controversial.
People hold strong feelings about
the famous family and their impact on those who watch their
show faithfully. Personally, I
think they are an entertaining
family to follow, and I enjoy tuning in every Sunday night. Out of
the five sisters, I enjoy watching
Kylie Jenner the most (one of the
half-sisters to the Kardashians)
because she is the same age as me.
Kylie lives a completely different
life than a typical 20-year-old, but
it is inspiring to see all that she has
accomplished at such a young age.
A few weeks ago, social media
went into a frenzy when reports
stated that Kylie was supposedly pregnant. Since Kylie parted
ways with former boyfriend and
hip-hop artist Tyga, the father of
her rumored child is yet another
popular music star, Travis Scott.
Travis and Kylie have been dating since April of this year and
have kept their relationship out of
public view, but both have found it
difficult to keep their lives under
wraps since news of the reported
pregnancy surfaced.
Since the reports, Kylie has
yet to step forward to confirm or
deny the reports. Days later, it

KYLIE JENNER has been the subject of rumors surrounding a possible pregnancy with Travis Scott. (Courtesy of Entertainment Tonight)

was announced that Kylie’s older
half-sister Khloé Kardashian was
also pregnant. Similar to Kylie,
Khloé’s pregnancy is yet to be
confirmed by the family. Reports
came from anonymous sources
that supposedly leaked the private
information to the media. Outlets
such as E! News, People, TMZ, and
even CNN all reported without
real evidence that both Kylie and
Khloé are pregnant. Although
we still do not yet know if the
Kardashian and Jenner family is
expecting little ones, this scenario
points to a much larger societal issue—the media and its tendencies
to blow the lives of celebrities out

of proportion.
After all of the Kardashian and
Jenner pregnancy rumors began,
I was curious about how the media
obscures the lives of celebrities.
Neither Khloé nor Kylie have
confirmed their pregnancies, and
the media continually releases
reports on the topic. I understand
that covering celebrities is a
booming business, but these news
sources can take news stories too
far when it comes to poorly portraying the rich and famous.
Media targeting and over publicizing celebrities’ lives is not a
new phenomenon. When Brad
Pitt and Angelina Jolie split up,

every celebrity gossip site was
speculating why they got a divorce, invading the celebrities’
privacy. When I saw all of this
come out in the tabloids, I felt bad
for Pitt and Jolie’s six children,
who couldn’t even go out in public without seeing their parents’
faces plastered on magazines. Another famous family that the media is constantly reporting about
is the British royal family. Prince
William’s marriage to Kate Middleton was broadcasted globally,
and the tabloids heavily reported
on Middleton’s three pregnancies.
Prince Charles’ mother, Princess
Diana, was even killed while try-

ing to get away from the paparazzi
in 1997. The media seems to cling
onto the celebrities that audiences enjoy reading about, but
they have clearly taken things too
far in the past.
All of these media frenzies can
lead to a lack of consideration for
the celebrity, leaving them feeling
attacked and alone in a world that
knows all of their secrets. Since
Kylie Jenner’s pregnancy reports,
I feel like the media reports too
much about her when she has
yet to confirm or deny any of the
claims. Tabloids are releasing
articles about what her family has
stated about the pregnancy, the
gender of the supposed child, and
even when she is planning to do a
maternity shoot. When it comes
to starting a family, the media
should show simple respect and
allow for family privacy, regardless of the family’s reputation
within society.
I understand the fact that news
media is a fast-paced business
filled with competition and a
paycheck for the latest detail or
photo, but this behavior is not
worth the cost when it intrudes
on a person’s life. Media outlets
should be reporting valid, authentic information, and nothing less;
anything outside of this should be
considered a violation of privacy.
It may be the life of the rich and
famous, but most importantly,
they are human and deserve privacy when it comes to their life
outside of the spotlight.

Space should be made in classrooms to discuss current issues
each other’s joy, grief, and anger,
our community will continue to
grow stronger. This can only be
done if our professors at Saint
Mary’s continue to give us time
and space to discuss these kinds
of issues.

BY KERRY-ANNE LOUGHMAN
OPINION COLUMNIST
Just as every American knows
where they were on Sept. 11,
2001, every American knows
where they were when Donald
Trump was elected president.
I was in class—choir rehearsal,
more specifically. Our rehearsal
was productive at first, but soon
we became so preoccupied with
checking our phones for election news that our directors
decided to call rehearsal off for
the night. We all sat together
on the floor of the chapel with
our laptops out, quietly reassuring each other that everything
would be okay. Our directors
reminded us that we were not
alone, and that our class was a
safe space for all of us. Though
teaching and learning should
definitely be prioritized in a
classroom setting, sometimes
that rule needs to be broken for
the greater good. Sometimes
undergraduate education must
make way for real-world education and for the digestion of
real-world news.
During class the morning
after the election, each of my
professors opened up class time
to discuss our feelings about
the election and allowed us to
process the news together as a
community. These discussions
took place not only the day after
the election, but for the rest of
the week as well.
To this day, I am very grateful
to my professors at Saint Mary’s
for recognizing how much of an

STUDENTS benefit from discussion on current issues. (Courtesy of Saint Mary’s College)

impact this piece of news would
have upon the student body.
They gave us time to let it sink
in rather than jumping straight
into the day’s lessons and pretending nothing particularly
monumental had happened.
The news didn’t feel real to
me until I began discussing it
with my peers and professors,
and I’m so glad to have been
able to share my feelings out
loud. Furthermore, I was happy
that I got to listen to the experiences, feelings, and opinions of
the people around me. I feel as
though this is an indication of
the strength of the Saint Mary’s
community. In the face of fear
and the unknown, we are able to
come together as a community
and listen to each other.
Because of this experience, I
believe that discussing news in
the classroom is beneficial and
should be encouraged. Our Saint

Mary ’s education shouldn’t
stop at our degrees. We need to
be educated as citizens of the
world, and this can easily be
done by listening to the voices of
the people in class with us. It’s
likely that out of 20 people in
one classroom, there are going
to be some differing viewpoints
and unique experiences that can
only be heard in that setting. I
found sharing my perspectives
also helped me feel less alone.
While it’s true that a classroom
provides many different voices,
it also provides us an opportunity to be comforted by the
presence of others who share
similar feelings.
The United States will continue to be rocked with news
stories that range from undeniably joyous to downright
horrifying. By discussing these
news stories with each other in
the classroom and sharing in

In the future, I hope to see
more and more professors recognize that we deserve a wellrounded education that exceeds
the limits of academics and expands to acknowledge the world
around us.
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CULTURE
Project seeks to solve Anne Frank cold case War on
Drugs in
Berkeley
BY KALI KUSHNER
CULTURE EDITOR

Early last week, the Guardian
published an article regarding
the recent re-opening of an infamous cold case over seventy
years in the making. Anne Frank,
a name recognized around the
world, recorded her family ’s
years of hiding during the Holocaust, along with her remarkable
insight into the nature of man
during wartime. In 1944, Annelies Marie Frank and her family
were arrested by the Gestapo in
Amsterdam; someone had exposed the family’s hiding place.
The family, like many other Jews,
was then sent to various concentration camps to face genocide
at the hand of Nazi Germany. In
March of 1945, at only sixteen,
Anne Frank died of typhus in the
Bergen-Belsen concentration
camp in Germany. The camp
was liberated by Allied forces a
month later.
Despite the worldwide recognition that followed the publication of Frank’s diary, “The Diary

of a Young Girl,” it has never been
discovered how the Frank family was ultimately confronted by
the Gestapo. Was it betrayal or a
tragic account of chance?
In December, the Anne Frank
House museum released a report
suggesting that the family had
simply been found by chance
rather than through betrayal, but
the evidence was deemed inconclusive. Most recently, former
FBI-agent Vince Pankoke was
recruited to lead a crowdfunded
project to solve the cold case.
Scouring through the United
States National Archive and
records maintained by a German security service, Pankoke is
dedicated to settling the case for
good. In his interview with The
Guardian, Pankoke explained,
“We are not trying to point fingers or prosecute. I am just trying
to solve the last case of my career.
There is no statute of limitation
on the truth.” Although the betrayal theory is the most widely
believed, Pankoke is not limiting
his investigation to prove any
specific conclusion.

To finally solve the case, Pankoke and his team of investigators embrace a variety of available resources, such as creating
potential scenarios using actors
and even experimenting with
an AI to sort through massive
amount of data. Thijs Bayens,
an independent filmmaker and
organizer of the investigation,
stated, “The amount of data is
overwhelming. It is at least 20 to
25 kilometers of files at this moment, and we have just started. To
try and make all this data relevant
is quite complex, so we started
to work on artificial intelligence
algorithms to rule the data, as
they say.”
While it’s remarkable for this
case to be reexamined, it will
certainly be a difficult task, one
that has yet to achieve substantial
results. Working together, Pankoke and Bayens aspire to present their findings by Aug. 4, 2019,
the seventy-fifth anniversary
of the Frank family’s capture. I
wholeheartedly hope that the
team is able to bring some closure
to the memory of Anne Frank and

the countless others that have
been affected by the Holocaust.
Anne’s story has touched the
hearts of millions over the years,
not only because of her tragic
story or her talent for writing,
but also because of the immortal
wisdom expressed by someone so
young. In light of recent events
in the United States and abroad,
I leave you with one of her most
notable quotes, although I believe
everyone can find something to
identify with in Anne’s work.
“I still believe, in spite of everything, that people are truly
good at heart...I see the world
being slowly transformed into a
wilderness, I hear the approaching thunder that, one day, will
destroy us too, I feel the suffering
of millions. And yet, when I look
up at the sky, I somehow feel that
everything will change for the
better, that this cruelty too shall
end, that peace and tranquility
will return once more.”
To find more information regarding the project, visit www.
coldcasediary.com

Wild Magnolia brings fresh cuisine to Orinda
BY CAMILLA MARAIS
CULTURE EDITOR
Orinda is a Saint Mary’s neighbor that I never thought to
explore. From Walnut Creek
to Berkeley and from Oakland
to San Francisco, there are so
many culinary landscapes to
check out. Can you blame me for
overlooking our own little Orinda? This quaint area of the Bay
only came back into my horizon
when my BART ride took me
past Lafayette and to the Orinda
stop (directions have never been
my forté). While waiting for my
friends to save me from our local
transportation system, I wandered. What I saw surprised me;
there are so many trendy, quaint,
and delicious-looking places in
that neck of the woods. As I explored décor and menus, I made
the mental note that I would be
returning soon. I stayed true to
that promise.
The following Friday, my
roommate and I hit the number one place on my list: Wild
Magnolia. From its aesthetic to
its commitment for sustainable
fare, I knew this was a place
worth checking out. I explored
Wild Magnolia’s website prior to
my first visit and was incredibly
impressed with the restaurant’s
mission statement. The restaurant says, “[Wild Magnolia] feature seasonal, sustainable small
plates with light and healthy
options for lunch and dinner.”
Sign me up.
Wild Magnolia was lively upon
our arrival, and I thanked my
past self for making a reservation a week before. The ambience of the space was warm,
inviting, and homey. The décor
was floral and fresh while still
maintaining a level of sophistication. Our hostess was friendly,
and we were seated immediately
upon arrival. The menu was
dreamy from trendy dishes, such
as roasted shishito peppers, to

ORINDA’S WILD MAGNOLIA features California-fresh cuisine, such as decadent flatbreads, delicious salads, and other charming bites. (Courtesy of Yelp)

classics like mussels and fries
—Wild Magnolia has it all.
I will openly preface this meal
experience by saying that my
roommate and I ordered way
too much food. When you go to
Wild Magnolia, you will not need
to order much to feel satisfied.
We were simply excited. We
placed our orders and enjoyed a
fantastic view from our outdoor
seats to people watch. Before
long, the irresistible aroma of
our appetizer arrived at our
table: the roasted shishito peppers. Lightly charred, salted,
and doused in a coriander-lime
vinaigrette, these peppers were
addictive. With a crisp exterior
and lusciously soft center, this
appetizer was fresh, salty, and
the perfect bite to share.
After our plates were cleared,
we anxiously awaited the arrival
of our main courses. About 10
minutes later, our gorgeous
dishes arrived at the table: the
kale and quinoa salad with
grilled prawns for me and the
sausage flatbread for my roommate. To share, we also ordered

the cauliflower rice with chive
butter and wild mushroom risotto. Salads can get a bad rep
and are often called “boring ”
and “rabbit food.” However, my
salad would put all these accusations to rest. Each bite was
hearty, flavorful, and offered
an array of textures. From the
sweet zucchini to chewy dried
apricots and from the crunchy
roasted almonds to the creamy
goat cheese, the only thing that
made this salad even better was
the drizzle of a grapefruit vinaigrette. The grilled prawns were a
blissful addition, adding a smoky
sweetness to the dish. I was also
happy to see that the portion
size was generous and that I really got my money’s worth.
My roommate’s flatbread was
equally as exciting. The crisp
flatbread was topped with tangy
marinara sauce, creamy mozzarella, rich andouille sausage,
and was finished with fresh
Fresno chiles and Castelvetrano
olives. The thin flatbread held
up well to its smorgasbord of
toppings, as the sensation of

smoky, rich, fresh, and spicy
goodness was transferred from
plate to mouth. For our sides, the
wild mushroom was incredible.
The umami-rich and creamy
dish was so luxurious we wanted
to take a bath in it. Despite our
hearty entrees and appetizer, we
basically licked the dish clean.
While the cauliflower rice was
cooked in a luscious chive butter, it was cauliflower rice, so
we weren’t too in love with it.
However, it was probably the
best rice-substitute dish I’ve
had in awhile, so I respect Wild
Magnolia for that.
As the night came to a close
and our appetites were satisfied,
we could not bring ourselves to
order dessert, but this will be a
great incentive for us to come
back as soon as possible. We
departed from Wild Magnolia
with leftovers in hand, happy
and satisfied, anticipating our
return.
In conclusion, if you ever find
yourself lost in Orinda, stumble
over to Wild Magnolia—they’ll
take care of you.

BY MAUREEN THAETE
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
The open air of the Greek Theater
accentuated the mesmerizing, ambient quality of The War on Drugs’
driving rhythms and intricate guitar
riffs. Touring for their latest album,
“A Deeper Understanding,” the band
stopped in Berkeley on Friday, Oct. 6.
The opening act of the evening
was singer-songwriter Phoebe
Bridgers, whose gentle, lyrical style
was much softer than the headliners,
but still an appropriate preface to the
deeply hypnotic experience to come.
The penultimate song in her set was
a cover of the late Tom Petty’s “It’ll
All Work Out,” probably the best of
his work to match Bridgers’ quietly,
emotional tone. Throughout the first
act, attendance was pretty spotty, but
by the time The War on Drugs took
the stage, the theater was bustling.
Anticipation built, and the crowd’s
energy finally burst in response to
the band as they broke into their
first song of the evening, “In Chains.”
The band has a penchant for
recording tracks that escalate into
extended instrumental sections,
creating the feeling of a jam session in each album. These jams
definitely seemed to meet their full
potential through live performance,
and the crowd was more than eager
to groove along with them. Tracks
like “An Ocean Between the Waves”
and “Nothing to Find” featured
breakdowns that gave the crowd
the opportunity to jam out, and they
balanced out some of the slower,
more hypnotic songs, like “Eyes to
the Wind.”
Much like the progression of each
song, frontman Adam Granduciel
became livelier and more engaged
with the crowd throughout the set.
Towards the end, he shared with the
audience his own history of living
in Berkeley. He cheerfully regaled
the crowd by talking about living on
Telegraph and working on Shattuck.
He ultimately made the show feel
more personal by establishing that
connection with the city.
In spite of a couple of technical
glitches at the beginning of their
set, the band remained in high
spirits throughout the show, gifting
the crowd with an energetic and
engaging stage presence. After rectifying their gear trouble, the band
became completely absorbed in
each track they played. Granduciel
and drummer Charlie Hall had especially enthralling performances
that seemed to delight the crowd the
most. Their set included nearly all of
the bands’s new album, “A Deeper
Understanding.” Most of the other
songs came from their previous
album, “Lost In the Dream,” which
was a critical success when it was
released in 2014. Crowd favorites
seemed to come from each album,
and the energy throughout the show
remained pretty consistent. A slight
lull towards the end was revived by
an incredible encore.
After a long, driving 15 song set,
the Greek’s sound curfew limited
the final encore to one song, but the
band’s cover of Bob Dylan’s “Tangled
Up In Blue” was enough to stir the
crowd into an enthusiastic frenzy
fit for a finale.
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SPORTS
Minnesota Lynx crowned 2017 WNBA Champions Sports
this week

BY KIMBERLY PASCHAL
SPORTS EDITOR

The 2017 WNBA Finals definitely
did not disappoint. With the Los
Angeles Sparks and the Minnesota Lynx in a rematch of the 2016
Finals, the Lynx were looking for
redemption, while the Sparks were
looking to be the first team to win
back-to-back championships. The
rematch between the two teams is
also the first time the WNBA Finals
and the NBA Finals saw a rematch
of both teams in the same season.
The Sparks took a 2-1 lead, but the
Lynx battled to push the best of
five series to a fifth game. On Oct. 4,
2017, the Lynx defeated the Sparks
85-76 to become the 2017 WNBA
Champions and win the franchise’s
fourth WNBA championship in
seven years.
Game One began with pure domination by the Sparks. At one point in
the first, they held a 28-2 lead. With
Candace Parker in foul trouble, the
Lynx slowly chipped away. The Lynx
cut the score to 78-66 in the last five
minutes of the fourth quarter. Then,
with just 6.5 seconds left, Minnesota
took an 84-83 lead. Even so, the Lynx
could not stop a pull-up jumper by
Chelsea Gray that dropped in with
two seconds left, and Minnesota fell
85-84. Parker finished with 15 points
and 12 rebounds for the Sparks,
while Gray dropped a career-high
of 27 points.

THE LYNX defeated the Sparks to become WNBA Champions. (Courtesy of Getty Images)

Game Two started with the Lynx
holding a 28-10 lead after the first
quarter. Although the Sparks outscored the Lynx 24-15 in the third, it
was not enough. The Lynx defeated
the Sparks 70-68. With the series
tied 1-1, the Lynx travelled to Los
Angeles.
The Sparks downed the Lynx 7564 to take a 2-1 series lead. With only
one more win needed, the Sparks felt
pretty confident they would finish
the Lynx off at home. But the Lynx
had other plans.
Minnesota came out in beast
mode for game four with a strong
80-69 victory. With the series now
tied 2-2 and the Lynx holding home
court advantage, head coach Cheryl

Reeve felt confident in her team:
“We wanted first place for a reason
because we think that the odds are
with you if you have three home
games and we should expect that it
will go five games.”
Game Five did not go how the
Sparks had planned. Nneka Oguwmike fouled out midway through the
fourth quarter, leaving the Sparks
without a big presence on the court.
Sylvia Fowles scored 17 points and
broke her own WNBA finals record
with 20 rebounds. The Lynx capitalized off of 17 turnovers by the Sparks.
Maya Moore had 18 points and 10
rebounds. With 26 seconds left in
the game, she hit a huge runner that
put the Lynx up 81-76. Missed op-

portunities plagued the Sparks, and
they went on to fall 85-76 to the Lynx.
Many are comparing this budding
Lynx-Sparks matchup to the CelticsLakers rivalry. ESPN reported that
viewership was up 24 percent from
last year. With many NBA players advocating for the WNBA and
the budding Lynx-Sparks rivalry,
the WNBA can see an increase in
fans in future seasons. With their
fourth and newest trophy, the Minnesota Lynx are now tied with the
now nonexistent Houston Comets
for the most WNBA Championships in league history. This year’s
WNBA MVP, Sylvia Fowles, broke a
few WNBA records with the Lynx’s
championship win. She became the
seventh player to win league MVP
and a WNBA title in the same season.
She also became the fourth player to
win multiple Finals MVP trophies.
Rebekkah Brunson won her fifth
WNBA title and is now the most
decorated player in WNBA history.
When asked about where the Lynx
fall in history, UConn alum Maya
Moore said: “Watching the Comets,
some classic battles, New York, then
Detroit had their run, watching the
Storm. Then I get a chance to be a
part of just an unbelievable group of
players over these last few years. It’s
just hard to compare.”
With back-to-back exciting
WNBA Finals match ups, this is
definitely a league for basketball fans
to keep their eye on.

WOMEN’S SOCCER
Oct. 20 @ Santa Clara, 3:30 p.m.
Oct. 22 @ USF, 3:30 p.m.
The Gaels dropped both of
their matches this week. The
Gaels face Bay Area rivals SCU
and USF away this week.

MEN’S SOCCER
Fri. @ Santa Clara, 7:00 p.m.
The Gaels traveled to Spokane,
WA and downed the Zags
1-0. They will face South Bay
rival Santa Clara on Friday.
WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL
Sat. vs Pacific, 1:00 p.m.
After back-to-back losses
against No. 8 BYU and No.
19 USD, the Gaels look for
redemption as they host Pacific.
GOLF
Mon. - Tues., Alister
Mackenzie Invitational
ROWING
Sun. @ Head of Port
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SPORTS
Men’s soccer defeats Gonzaga in conference opener
these two teams have met, and
the Gaels were able to improve
their all-time record against the
Bulldogs to 20-12-4.
Saint Mary’s has now won five
straight against Gonzaga, as well
as 11 of their last 13. The Gaels
improved to 4-4-3 (1-0 WCC)
with the win. The loss dropped
Gonzaga to 6-4-1 (0-1 WCC).

THE GAELS traveled to Spokane, WA on Saturday and defeated long-time rival Gonzaga in an impressive 1-0 victory. (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)

BY TYLER BINDI
SPORTS EDITOR
The Saint Mary’s men’s soccer
team began West Coast Conference play Saturday night with a
huge road victory.
The Gaels traveled north to
Spokane, Washington in order
to take on a long-time rival,

Gonzaga. The Gaels came ready
to compete for the full 90 minutes and were able to come away
with an impressive 1-0 victory.
This match was not for the
faint of heart, as the two teams
had 14 combined fouls in the
first half alone. Jakub Svehlik
and Jake Rudel both had great
looks on net early in the game,

but each were turned away by
Gonzaga keeper Ben Willis.
The deciding moment in the
match came 12 minutes into the
second half when defender Tobias Clauss volleyed a beautifully
placed set piece into the back of
the net for his first career goal
as a Gael.
Gonzaga would make a strong

comeback push in the final five
minutes of the match, but Saint
Mary’s senior goalkeeper, Andrew Konstantino, preserved
the lead with a couple of huge
saves.
With the 1-0 win, Saint Mary’s
continued their recent dominance over Gonzaga. Saturday’s
match marked the 36th time

Saint Mary’s

1

Gonzaga

0

Saint Mary’s now sets their
sights towards their South Bay
rival, Santa Clara. The Gaels will
hit the road on Friday, Oct. 13 at
7:00 p.m. for this matchup with
the Broncos.
Head coach Adam Cooper’s
club looks to build upon their
hot start to conference play with
another key game away from
home. Saint Mary’s and Santa
Clara last met in 2016 when the
Gaels came away with a 1-0 victory at Saint Mary’s Stadium.
With one road game this week,
the Gaels have one more remaining road game against
USF on Saturday, Oct. 21. They
then return home and finish
WCC conference play with four
games remaining against LMU,
UOP, USD, and the University
of Portland.

Volleyball drops two in tough matches against BYU and San Diego
BY DEAN BOERNER
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Saint Mary’s battled against two
of their toughest opponents this
season, but the Gaels ultimately
fell in a nerve-wracking matchup
to BYU and in a one-sided affair
with San Diego. No. 8 BYU won 3-2
(22-25, 20-25, 25-20, 25-23, 15-10)
on Thursday night, while No. 19
San Diego dominated in a three-set
win Saturday afternoon, taking the
match 3-0 (25-17, 25-19, 25-18).
Matters went according to plan
for the nationally-ranked Cougars
in the first set on Thursday. Building
leads of 11-4 and 18-10, BYU (17-1)
was positioned to take the first set in
runaway fashion, but Saint Mary’s
stormed back. The Gaels won three
consecutive points—thanks in part
to a couple of BYU missed attacks—
and found themselves back within
five points. BYU pushed their lead
back to six, but Saint Mary’s then
embarked on a 5-0 run that featured
two kills by Lindsey Knudsen set up
by Mary Hernandez.
The Cougars extended their lead
back to three and were up 21-18,
but the Gaels finished the set on a
7-1 run to complete the opening set
comeback. The Gaels used multiple
kills from Knudsen during the setending run, which finished with a
Crash Parker service ace.
The Gaels continued their momentum into the second set. Tied
6-6 with BYU, the Gaels went on a
7-1 run. Down 12-7, the Cougars tried
to halt the Gaels run with a timeout,
but Saint Mary’s picked up right
where they left off, winning two consecutive points to build a 14-7 lead.
From that point, the Gaels never
really looked back in the second set.
The Cougars made things interest-

SETTER MARY HERNANDEZ sets Morgan Hughes in the Gaels match against BYU Thursday night in front of an excited crowd at McKeon Pavilion. (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)

ing with a 5-1 run to come within
three, making the second set 23-20
in favor of Saint Mary’s. However,
Saint Mary’s finished the job by winning the next two points, with the
second coming off one of Lindsey
Knudsen’s team-high 17 kills during
the match.
Throughout the third set, the
Cougars maintained a solid advantage. Down 16-12 at one point, Saint
Mary’s managed to chip away at
BYU’s lead until they were down by
just one point after a Payton Rund
service ace, but the Cougars didn’t
flinch on their way to the 25-20
third-set win.
Looking back on the loss, Saint

Mary’s will probably point to the
fourth set as one they wish they
could have back. The most competitive set of the match featured
constant lead changes and neither
team building a lead of more than
three. At one point, an 11-8 BYU
lead was neutralized by a 3-0 run
from Saint Mary’s. At another point,
an 18-15 Saint Mary’s lead turned
into a 20-18 BYU advantage after
five straight points by the Cougars.
Knotted at 23-23, the set and also
the match hung in the balance. In
the end, it was BYU who prevailed
with two straight points to take the
fourth set 25-23.
With all the momentum after

a crucial fourth set victory, BYU
opened up an early fifth set lead on
their way to a decisive 15-10 win in
the closing set. Led by the matchhigh 24 kills of junior Veronica
Jones-Perry, the Cougars stayed undefeated in WCC play and protected
their status as the eight-ranked
team in the nation.
Saint Mary’s hosted yet another
nationally-ranked team when San
Diego visited McKeon Pavilion on
Saturday. Saint Mary’s did not fare
well against the No. 19 USD, who
used massive runs in each of the
first two sets to build leads the Gaels
simply could not surmount.
In the first set, Saint Mary’s hung

with USD, coming within one twice
against the Toreros. A service ace
by Knudsen that made it 16-15 San
Diego, and a kill by Lindsey Calvin
made it 17-16 in favor of the Toreros.
However, San Diego then mounted
an 8-1 run to take the first set 25-17.
The second set went similarly.
Down to San Diego 8-7, the Gaels
succumbed to a 9-0 run by the Toreros, who ultimately took the set
25-19 and then the match with a
25-18 third-set win.
Saint Mary’s, now 5-12 overall
and 1-6 in conference play, can look
forward to a one-match week in
which they host Pacific in a Saturday
afternoon matchup.

